
SALT support 

Strategies to help a child practise a particular sound 

 

 Syllable clapping – Using words starting with the focus letter, clap for each syllable as the word is 

said.  

e.g. For the focus sound L … little – lit-tle, lemon – le-mon, lego – le-go, lime - lime, lost – lost, left - 

left, letter – let-ter, lizard – li-zard) 

 Listen for the sound - Listen to the focus sound in isolation  

e.g. For the focus sound L … l l l l l l l l l 

 Listen to words - Listen to words that start with the focus sound (the focus sound is an initial 

sound) 

e.g. For the focus sound L …lemon, letter, little etc.  

 Sorting sounds - Is your child able to recognise the focus sound is different from other sounds? 

Use the focus sound and another sound, and when saying them aloud, can your child here that 

they are different. Only use 2 sounds to begin with.  

e.g. For the focus sound L … see if your child can spot the difference between ‘l’ and ‘w’ … just using 

the single letter sound – can they spot which is which? 

 Initial sound sort - Use words with the focus sound and another sound as the initial sound in a 

word (the sound at the beginning of the words). Can your child hear the different sounds at the 

start of different words?  

e.g. For the focus sound L and mixing it with ‘w’ …  can they hear the difference and sort the words 

into ‘l’ and ‘w’ piles. Can they hear the difference and sort words like wet, let, wand, land, left, week, 

wizard, lizard, walk, link etc.  

 Sounds around us - Listen for the focus sound in the real world, for example whilst going for a walk 

or shopping, can your child spot things that begin with the target sound.  

e.g. For the focus sound L and mixing it with ‘w’ … on a walk can they spot; lamp-post, window, web, 

water, light, letter box etc.  

 

 

The same sequence of activities can be done for any letter sounds, whichever you child needs to 

focus on – the focus sound just changes … 

‘sh’ which could be mixed with ‘s’ and ‘v’ etc.  

 

When carrying out these activities, modelling the correct sound (as well as the activity) helps to 

reinforce it for your child.  

 

When working together, if the focus sound is said incorrectly, then gently correcting them will 

help them to recognise when the sound is incorrect and correct. However, correcting them every 

time could affect a child’s confidence, and so any sound correction should be done carefully.  

When an error is made, say the correct sound and then encourage your child to echo it back to 

you. Your pronunciation will model it for them, and help them to give it another go.  
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